
 

 
 

TROPICAL CYCLONES      13 FEBRUARY 2014 

 
Lesson Description 

In this lesson we:  

 Examine the origin of tropical cyclones 

 Discuss the conditions necessary for their formation 

 Describe the stages in their development 

 Discuss their effect on human activities 

 
Summary 

Origin and Development of Tropical Cyclones 

Origin of Tropical Cyclones 

 
(Source: http://drrajivdesaimd.com/tag/tropical-cyclone/) 

 Form in the tropics: 5
°
 to 30

°
 North and South 

 Form over warm oceans: must be approx. 27 
°
C and higher. 

 Oceans provide source of moisture for evaporation 

 Latent heat is released during the process of condensation – helps to sustain the tropical 

cyclone 

 Coriolis force: necessary for the deflection of winds into the cyclone (Coriolis force is zero at 

equator, therefore tropical cyclones cannot form at the equator) 

 Tropical easterlies help to propagate tropical cyclone in a westward direction  



 

 
 

Naming of Tropical Cyclones 

 

(Source: http://www.goes-r.gov/users/comet/tropical/textbook_2nd_edition/navmenu.php_tab_9_page_6.8.0.htm) 

 Named from the beginning of each summer season in each region, starting with the letter “A”. 

Development of Tropical Cyclones 

 
(Source: http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/climatology/wa.shtml) 



 

 
 

 
(Source: http://ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides/mtr/hurr/stages/home.rxml) 

Stage 1: Formative Stage 

 Strong updraughts of warm, moist air 

 Low pressure intensifies 

 Pressure gradient steepens 

 Winds deflect and spiral into the low pressure 

 Gale force winds 

 Cumulus clouds developing 

Stage 2: Immature Stage 

 Bands of cumulonimbus clouds develop further 

 Pressure drops below 1000hPa 

 Heavy rain 

 Hurricane strength winds 50km from eye 

 No clear eye 

Stage 3: Mature Stage 

 Wind speeds reach hurricane strength 

 Hurricane strength winds up to 300km from eye 

 Torrential, widespread rain 

 Clear eye has formed 

 Pressure has dropped below 950 hPa 

Stage 4: Decaying Stage 

 Pressure starts to rise 

 Surface friction (on land) and lack of moisture cause cyclone to dissipate 

 Heavy rains continue but start to clear up 

 Winds decrease in speed 

  



 

 
 

Cross Section of a Tropical Cyclone 

 
(Source: http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/media/100134/A-top-view-and-vertical-cross-section-of-a-tropical) 

Effects of Tropical Cyclones 

 
(Source: http://www.gmat.unsw.edu.au/currentstudents/ug/projects/Darmawan/Cyclone.html)  



 

 
 

 
Test Yourself 

Question 1 

(Adapted from NCS Feb/March 2010) 

Refer to the figure below showing a system that often affects the east coast of southern Africa in order 
to answer the following questions. 

 

 

1.1 The diagram illustrates a …  

A mid-latitude cyclone.   

B  coastal low pressure.   

C line thunderstorm.  

D  tropical cyclone.   

 

1.2  The following air movements are associated with the illustrated weather system along the 
coast of Southern Africa:  

A  convergence, clockwise rotation, uplift  

B  Uplift, divergence, anticlockwise rotation  

C  Uplift, divergence, clockwise rotation 

D  Subsidence, divergence, anticlockwise rotation  

 

1.3  The main cloud types associated with this weather system are … clouds.  

A  cumulonimbus  

B  cumulus  

C  cirrus  

D  nimbostratus   

  



 

 
 

1. 4  The following conditions will exist at A (at the surface):   

A  Cloudless, low pressure, windless   

B  Cloudless, high pressure, windless   

C  Cloudy, low pressure, light rain  

D  Cloudy, high pressure, heavy rain   

 

1.5  The weather system is in the … stage of development.   

A  initial/formative   

B  immature   

C  mature  

D  decaying/dissipating  

(5 x 2) (10) 

 
Improve your Skills 

 

Tropical cyclone Fanele leaves trail of destruction in Madagascar 
 
For several days in the middle of January 2009, a very weak low-level circulation persisted in the 
Mozambique Channel. Environmental conditions favoured the rapid development of the cyclone. 
Fanele quickly strengthened, developing an eye feature late on 19 January. 
 
Fanele slammed into Madagascar in the early hours of Wednesday morning at wind speeds of up to 
260 kilometres per hour. As it passed over the southern highlands it weakened quickly over the land. 
Within four hours of moving ashore its wind speed decreased and the eye feature dissipated. 

 

(Source:  DoE Prelim 2008) 

Question 1 

In which hemisphere did this tropical cyclone occur? Give ONE reason from the photograph to 
support your answer. 

Question 2 

How many tropical cyclones occurred before Fanele in this season? Explain your answer. 



 

 
 

Question 3 

In what stage of development is cyclone Fanele? Give TWO reasons to support your answer. 

Question 4 

Give TWO reasons to explain why cyclones are likely to affect Madagascar fairly often? 

Question 5 

Explain why tropical cyclones tend to form in the latter part of summer in both the Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres? 

Question 6 

Give TWO reasons to explain why the cyclone weakened quickly over land. 

Question 7 

Explain why an eye forms in a tropical cyclone? 

Question 8 

Describe TWO weather conditions that are associated with the eye of a cyclone. 

Question 9 

In a paragraph, discuss the environmental and human effects that cyclone Fanele would have had on 
Madagascar. 

Question 10 

Describe THREE strategies that can be implemented to reduce the effects caused by tropical 
cyclones. 

 
Links 

 Hurricane Charley: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unV5KcSrY-I 

 Hurricane Katrina Day by Day: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HbJaMWw4-2Q 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unV5KcSrY-I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HbJaMWw4-2Q

